
 
 
Name : Marine de Fréminville 

Email : mdefreminville@gmail.com    Phone : 514 341-9596 

Title : The Transformative Power of the Background Feeling in Focusing Oriented 
Therapy (mainly with adults).  

Format : Experiential Workshop with a bit of Theory (Not planning to provide continuing 
education credits): 1hr and 45 min. 

Equipment : Flip chart or board 

Description : Exploring what Gendlin calls the Background Feeling in Focusing, might give 
access to old implicit connections and lead to some transformative and alleviating potenti-
alities where “what was felt as a burden or a limit -may open- to the extension of being”. 
This theoretical and experiential workshop will invite participants to identify and pay at-
tention to their Background Feeling, often unknown. They could explore how to be with 
something that could have been repressed or related to old wounds or residual trauma that 
might even be vicarious (inherited from personal, family as well as historical environment). 
They will discover an innovative way of working with this theme and further development.  

Summary : Exploration in a Focusing-oriented way of what Gendlin calls « The Background 
Feeling » in Focusing.  Discovering how to be with what could have been repressed experi-
ences, old wounds or residual trauma. Working empathically on it, may lead to some trans-
formative and alleviating potentialities  

Bio: Marine de Fréminville is a Clinical Psychologist in Montreal, a FOT, and a TIFI Certify-
ing Coordinator, teaching and spreading Focusing since 30 years internationally: i.e. Can-
ada, Europe, Ecuador, Japan, Mexico. She uses FOT with complex trauma, combining it 
sometimes with EMDR. Her article “Background Feeling” appears on Tribute Folio, 2008. 
She enjoyed working internationally as an ILC member in 2014-2016. 
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